LYNNE: [2(H) We're not] gonna do the feet today, I'm gonna wait till like, early in the morning=, .. to do those, cause y- -- I mean you get so tired. (H) ... n-you just, ... it takes % -- well, it takes me longer than most people, cause you know, I'm not as strong and, (H) ... and I'm not as good, as like somebody that would do it .. all the time. .. You know. .. I mean, .. (H) % <X Oh X> -- I mean I trim horses=, and stuff like that, but I mean, I'm not like, (H) .. <@ I'm not uh= @>, @ (H) I don't know how to say it. But you know, they do it for a living. you know, ... most people that you would get to trim your horse do it .. all the ti=me. .. (H)= and I'm not (Hx) ... that good or, .. [and I'm not] very strong.

LENORE: [Did they train you-] --
LYNNE: [2yeah2].
LENORE: [2Did2] they train you that -- X[3X3]*
LYNNE: [3yeah3]. ... yeah.
LENORE: .. [So you have your] own equipment,
LYNNE: [(H)]
LENORE: but,
LYNNE: .. (TSK) (H) No. I don't have my own equipment at all. .. Da=d, ... you know,
has done some of it.
That's another thing too,
is I kinda had a general idea,
.. (H) of kinda how to do it,
just watching him.
or --
and watching,
.. (H) people come to our place,
and doing it and stuff you know.
(H) = .. and,
... (TSK) ... I don't know.
then%,
... down there=,
um=,
it's mandatory=.
you have to --
to graduate,
you know,
or well,
to get the degree,
you know.
(H) .. you have to take this class.
(H) And you can only take--
if you want to,
you can only take it for eight weeks.
(H) = And,
... if you wanna go on in it,
you n- --
then,
you can go on.
you know.
.. And I decided to go ahead and go on in it.
.. And the first part of it,
.. is like,
(H) well we have lecture,
.. then we have lab.
(H) .. And like,
the first part of it,
.. we just go into the classroom,
and he like,
(H) = .. In the beginning of the year there was a lot of
.. I mean,
... it--
that's just kinda how it happens,
you know,
because he kinda has to tell you,

(H)= ... they go over=,
.. the who=le,
... the who=le part .. of the horse.
.. I mean,
(H) .. all the skeleton= .. part of it you know=,

and--
and they go through .. %every kinda ligament.

and I mean,
there's,
... (H) millions of ligaments,
and millions of .. tendons,
you know,
well not millions,
but,
.. I mean,

LENORE: yeah,
[I bet].

LYNNE: [(H) and <X then X>],
so we had to know these tendons,
and ligaments,
(H) and then,
all the bones,
... and,
.. you know,
all the way up- from the shou=lder down,
and then from the hip down.